
Main Lesson: Bear Video Notes 

Video 1: Setting Intentions  

• 0:00: Welcome and getting started. Using a water-soluble pencil (or another utensil of your 

choice water-soluble or not). I use an inktense pencil, but you could use watercolor pencil. 

Charcoal, regular pencil, marker.  

 

Write a letter from the perspective of the bear to yourself. Imagine the bear is a loved one 

writing you a message. Keeping I mind what we have already learned about bear from the 

journal prompts. What does bear need to tell you? 

 

Don’t worry about spelling or penmanship, or making sense. Just let it out, fill your page.  

 

After you are done writing-take some time to think about what bear said. Journal about it, take 

a picture, rewrite the letter somewhere else if you want to keep the message. This layer will be 

covered by the layers to come. 

• 5:55: Activating your intention-using water splash your page or loosely activate the water-

soluble colour on your page if you used one.  

• 6:55: Creating intent and honoring bear with 5 senses. 

Video 2: Sketch   

• 0:00: Recap. Using references from www.unsplash.com (free stock images) 

• 1:00: Begin sketching bear in pencil. Don’t worry about perfection. Getting basic shapes and 

shadow/highlight marks down for reference when we add paint. 

• 5:55: optional: outline in charcoal. I sometimes like what happens when charcoal mixes with 

paint. 

Video 3:  Adding Paint (browns)  

• 0:00: Colors used in this segment-Raw Umber (dark brown), Raw Sienna (light brown), white, 

black . Note: I start with these neutral colors and more realistic colours of a brown bear, but in 

video four you will see that I change the colors to purple and turquoise. You can start with the 

colors you want or experiment, knowing you can always paint over it later. I find that starting 

with the brown, even thought you can’t really see it in the end, it still added something to the 

finished painting. Perhaps the brown was the hibernation phase for me. 

• 2:00: Starting with the darks/shadows in the face and body. Still using the reference to help 

place the shadows. Remember starting out can be scary and it may look a little off, but push 

past that feeling and look at it from a state of curiosity. What happens if I move my brush like 

this? Or what if I try this  color here? 

• 13:40: working on the eyes. 

Video 4: Adding Purple. Playing with color 

• 0:00:  Using Dioxane Purple, and turquoise. I start deepening the darks with the purple and add 

a highlight to the nose. 

http://www.unsplash.com/


• 2:05:  I have committed to changing the main colour to purple. Going in direction of fur, adding 

purple and purple mixed with white for darks and lights. Then mixing turquoise for contrast and 

brighter highlights. 

Video 5: Adding the  

• 0:00 I start to add the background as a solid color. I chose a dark color to make the bear pop 

out. The color I am using is Indigo from Golden’s High Flow Acrylics. I had originally thought I 

would add stars but changed my mind.  

• 4:40 : I try adding some indigo to the face. In some spots I found it was too dark and wiped it off. 

• 8:12:  I do some more work on the eyes 

Video 6: Refining details   

• 0:00: adding shadows, highlights and touch ups. Experimenting, making more layers 

• 24:40 focusing on shadows, layers and around chin. 

• 27:19 Finishing the eyes-highlights and darkening pupils 

Video 7: Finishing touches 

• You will see me experiment a little before deciding to use a gel pen (gelly rolls-moonglow 

collection) to write a final letter from bear to myself. 

 

 

 


